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direct adaptive control); a? also note the solution of Hz
and H, problems with constrained pole positions.
1. WHAT IS

THIS PAPER ABOUT?

This paper is about a useful way of parametrizing plants
and controllers - in the first instance linear plants and
controllers. The idea had its origin decades ago, is stii
giving rise to theoretical developments, for example in
problems of closed-loop identification, adaptive control,
and nonlinear systems, and is being carried aver into
practice, one r e n t reported case being in controller
design for flotanon circuits.

-

We begin with m o t i v a ~ gmaterial, concerning the
desirability of a parametrization of all stabiiin, controllers for a prescribed linear time-invariant plant. The
Youla-Kucera parametrization is presented. using fractional descriptions of plants and controllers via stable
rational transfer functions. Examples of its applications
are noted. We then turn to more recent developments.
For linear systems, t h e include the incorp_oration of
the parametrizarion into sLatespace formulas (with a p
plications to approximaw loop tranfer recover).. and to
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A dual parametrization (of all plants stabilized by a
fixed controller) is the basis for solving closed-loop identification problems by their reduction to standard openloop problems, and the application of this concept to
an adaptive control methodology (=indsurfer adaptive
control).
It is possible to consider Youla-Kucera parameters simultaneously associated wich plant and controller. We
evplore this concept, considering how a small change in
a p l z t (represented by introduction of a nonzero YoulaKucera parameter) should give rise to a corresponding
controller change, when the design %sue is stability, Hz
optimaiity or H, gain limiting.
Finally, we describe ver). recent work on nonlinear
tems. including closed-loop identification, and YoulaKucera parametrizations for general nonlinear plantcontroller interconnections.

2. THE BASIC IDE.1-4SD SOME OF ITS HISTORY

L~~ P ( ~ be
) the rational transfer b c t i o n of a stable
open-loop plant with P ( m ) = 0. How can all stabilizing controllers be characterized? Knowing one stab'&ing controller C(s) and P(s), we can define

-

3. YOULA-KUCERA PAFtAiifETRIZATION
Youla et al (Youla et aL, 1976) and Kucera (Kucera,
1975) appear to have independently explained how the
ideas of section 2 extend to MIMO plants which are not
necessarily stable.

t

Fig. 1. S t a b i i feedback loop showing plant P ( s ) and
controller C(s)

There are two key features in their idea. F i , they assume one stabilizing controller is a priori known, so the
task becomes one of characterizimg a& already knowing
one. [If the plant is a priori stable. C(s) = 0 is immediately known to be s t a b i i g ] . S a n d , they describe
plants using polynomial fractional representations.

while if Q(s) and P(s) are known, we could recover C(s)
by

Thus if P(s) is the rational transfer function of a scalar
plant, one thinks of it as n(s)/d(s), where n and d are
polynomials, both coprime to avoid d3Zculties. If P(s)
is multivariable, it can be regarded as N(s)D-'(s) or
d-'(s)fl(s), where N, D etc. are matrices of polyrnonials; a form of coprimeness condition is imposed.

It is easily checked that if C(s) is s t a b i i for P(s)
and is proper, ie C(m) is finite, then Q(s) is stable and

It became evident that a tidier fomuiation was available

proper. Conversely, if Q(s) is any stable proper transfer function, and C(s) is defined by (2.1), then C(s) is
necessarily a stabilizing mntroller for P(s).
Thus stabilizing wntruEIers are pammetrized in t e r n of
the set of all stable proper tmnsferfunctions.
The result probably does not seem very exciting. But
there is an important bonus: the closed-loop transfer
Function G(s) is given in terms of P(s) and Q(s) by

The linearity in the free s a b l e transfer function Q(s)
is what gives the added appeal. Also; Q(s) does have
intrinsic significance: it is the transfer function from r
to u (see Fi,we 1).

It is now well reco,&ed
that many closed-loop specifications are convex in G:s) and hence convex in Q(s),
but not of course convey in C(s); the convexity is of
great assistance in design (Boyd and Barrett. 1991).
The idea of reparametrizing a controller design problem to obtain linearity in the design transfer function is
probably an old one; for example, it appeared in (Newton
et al., 1957). The formula (2.2) appears in (Zames, 1981)
and is well known in chemical process control as "internal model control" - because the controller is viewed a s
an interconnection of Q(si in a forward loop and P(s)in
a positive feedback loop, see (Morari and ZaFiriou. 1989).

As expressed above, the idea is limited to scalar plants.
which are open-loop stabie. How can this substantial
limitation be lifted?

if one moved away h m polynomial M i o n a l representations to stable transfer functzon j%actzonal representahons. Thus a plant with transfer function (s - I)-',
instead of being regarded as a fratxion with numerator
and denominator 1 and s - 1 respectively (both polynomials), can be regarded as a fraEtion with numerator
l / ( s + 1) and denominator (s l ) ( s ~ l ) - '(both stable
rational transfer functions).

-

Because stable proper rational t r a d e r functions form
an algebraic entity known as a euclidean domain (an
observation certainly going badi to (Forney, 1970) and
exploited by (Desoer et al., 1980) ecc and (mdysagar,
1985) for the present purposes) notions such as coprime
ness: and greatest common divisor determination via a
euclidean algorithm and the like can be used.
Let S denote the set of stable proper rational transfer
functions (in contiiuous or discrete time). Two matrices N. D with entries in S and wich the same number
of columns are said to be right coprime if there exist
matrices X.F E S with X N YD = I.

+

The main result is as follows. As with the earlier result
for scalar. open-loop stable plants. it characterizes all
stabilizing controllers using as a parameter an arbitrary
stable proper transfer function (maoiuj.
Theorem I . Let a plant P = XD-'. with N and D ccprime over S. be stabiiized by a c o n d e r (in a negative
feedback loop) C = XY-'_ with .X.Y coprime over S.
Then the set of all stabilizing c o n t d e r s for P is given
by { ( X DQ)(Y - :VQ)-' : Q E S;

+

The idea of Section 2 is included :ere: suppose P is
scalar and stable. Then :V = P. D = I. !This pair (3.D)

is coprimej. -4ko C = 0 is stabilizing, so X = 0, Y = 1.

[The pair (X,Y) is coprimel. Then the formula yields
Q ( l - PQ)-', a before in (2.2)
It is certainly not obvious that the above parametrization yields a closed-loop transfer function matrix which
is linear in Q; the calcuiation is easy when P and C are
scalar, and the closed-loop transfer function is computed
to be

which is a5ne in Q-the

next best thing to linear Q.

In the MIMO case, the result is

and again the affine property holds. (The inverse will
exist if the closed-loop is well-defined, which is the case
if both P and Care proper with one strictly proper: the
inverse is in S if the closed-loop is stable). If X,Y, D
and # are such that
P X
D-X
(33)
[-fl D ] [ N Y =
'

]

[::]

then (3.2) simplifies si,dcantly to

G = N(X

+ QD).

(3.4)

Digression. Equation (3.3) which is known as the (double) Bezout identity (Vidysagar, 1985), has embedded
within it many ideas, a few of which we list here:

8-'# and P-'X equal ND-' and XY-', and are
t
left conrime fractional descri~tionsof the ~ l a nand
initial s t a b i i i g controller.
the stabiity of the plant-controller loop is equivalent to the invertibiity (over S ) of each of the
matrices on the left of (3.3)
(X + DQ)(Y - >VQ)-' = (P - &fl)-'(R
QD)

+

Equations (3.2) and (3.4) show the a 5 n e dependence of
the closed-loop transfer function (matrix) linking r to y
on the parameter Q(s) E S. It is not hard to verify that
the transfer function (matrix) linking either r or d to any
of e,u and y are simiiady afine in Q(s). Of particular
interest in many designs are the output sensitivity, viz.
the transfer function matrix linking d to y:
and the transfer function matrix from the external input
r to the plant input u, viz

The a 5 n e dependence carries over into even more general structures: for example, suppose that there exists

Fig. 2. More general plant-controller interconnection,
with disturbances w and re,&ated variables z
stability for the
one controller C(s) producing in&
set-up of Figure 2. Here, w denotes the disturbance signals, z the re,gdated variables, u the actuator inputs
and y the sensor outputs (normal& including set-point
data). Then the set of all controllers achieving internal
stability can be parametrised verp simiiarly t o the set
of Thwrem 1 in terms of a free proper Q(s) E S,and
the closed-loop transfer function (matrix) from w to z
has the form

with Tl?T2,and T3 E S [and independent of Q(s)].
The formula (3.7) is behind one approach to solving H,
problems where the task is to choose Q so that IIGzw/lm
lies below a nominated bound, or is minimized see (Zhou
et d,1995) and (Green and L i e e r , 1995). Equally,
the formula can be used as a basis for tadding H2 pmblems, where the task is to choose Q to minimize IIGz,llz,
see (Doyle et al., 1992).

4. FLOTATION CIRCUIT DESIGN EXAMPLE
The reference (Ross and Swartz. 1995) describes a multivariable system application of the Q- parametrization
of a controller to flotation circuit design. the model being l i e that of Figure 2. In a flotacion cell, see Fi,we 3.
a Froth is produced through the injection of air, and the
froth layer contains a higher proponion of valuable material and a lower proportion of gangue than the feed. It
is used to generate the concentrate. NormaUy, a series
of c e k are connected, generally with feedback between
them.
For an individaal cell, the correspondenceswith F i p e 2
are
u: ?-vector comprising air Bowrate and additional
water flowrate
w: change in total feed solids Bowrate (Gf ZI)
z: concentrate valuable material
y: same as z

.

+

A discrete-time formulation is used. and the i- j element
of the matrix Q is

The Baout equation Z N + PD = 1is satisfied by

Tailink.
(Water Wf xagueCf
and valuablematerid21)

Ail

and one stabilizing controller is

x=a,Y=P.

@M

by XY-I with

A Q(s)eS will ensure closed-loop stability for the controller C = (X+ DQ)(Y - "JQ)-'. The unit step response requirement is that G(0) = 1, or by (3.4),

Fig. 3. Flotation cell
The requirement to suppress a sinusoidal output disturbance of 10 rad/sec from (3.5) is
k 0

Thus an optimization is carried out over a finite-impb
response (FIR) Q(z-I). The quantity optimized is a
time-weighted (weight =square of time) sum-of-squares
error of the outputs to a step in a feed disturbance.

r=1 s=1

S i e Q(s) is constrained by 3 real interpolation conditions, we can a s s m e

k l

Here NZ, ND refer to the dimensions of z and w (for
all cells in a bank), W , is a weighting matrix, s, (k) is
the response at time k of z.,. to a step at time zero in
w,, and saet,(k) is the curresponding reference value.
Normally, some cells will have their concentrates used as
input to other cells. One or more cells will provide the
finalconcentrate. and W?,will reflect the importance
attaching to these last cells.
Key to the optimization is the quadratic nature of (4.2)
not just in Q(z-I), but in the individual parameters
qij(k) ma@ up Q(z-I), as well as the finite d i i sional nature of the optimization.
5. A MORE ACADEMIC EXAMPLE

The advantage of the &e parametrization is brought
out in the following example, (Doyle et al., 1992). The
plant, which is to be stabiied with a series compensator
in a negative feedback loop, is

N=(S

+

(s - 1)(s- 2)
D=
(s-I)z
.
The problem is to find a proper C(s) achieving closedl of y is 1 when T is a
loop stability; also the ~ avalue
unit step and d = 0, and the final value of y is zero when
r = 0 and d is a-sinusold of 10 rad/sec.

and choose oi to ensure the interpolation data are fulfiued. This leads to a fourth order controller
Xi-DQ
C(s) =
Y-NQ

The denominator zeros of 0 and zk j10 arr consistent with
the internal model principle and the data.

6. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS OF THE Q
PARAMETRIZATION

In earlier sections, we have described material involving the Youla-Kucera parametrizazipn that is reasonbly well known. In this section, we look at some more
recent developments, including two degrees of freedom
controllers, state-variable versions of the earlier ideas,
and controller design with constrained closed-loop pole
positions.

6.1 Two Degrees of Freedom Contmilers

A two degree of freedom arrangements is depicted in Figure i(a); the specialization Ci= C? = C would recover
the scheme of Figure 1. Finding a Q(s) E S parametruation of all stabilizing C is not hard. usmg a tnck (Moore
et d,1986).

(a) 2-Degree of freedom controller

Fig. 5 . Observer-based stabilizing controller
set of Cl(s) is richer, and contains a further parameter, viz QleS. The transfer function from T to y can be
computed as

and the transfer function from d to y is
(b) Equideut amangemat tn Figure 4(a)

There is a helpful separation here: Q1 dects tracking
but not disturbance behaviour, and QZ aEects diturbance but not traddng behaviour.

IVork with an augmented plant:

6.2 Introducing Q(s) into a controller in state-spaceform
Suppose a specific controller (in a negative feedback
loop) for Pa(s) is

+

where (3.3) holds. F b m the fact that NX d Y = I
and N and b are structured, we condude that

Consider a plant P(s) with minimal realization

Let F be such that Re Xi(A+BF) < 0 and H such that
ReXi(A HC) < 0. It is well-known that an observerbased stabilizing controller is defined by

+

2, = ( A + HC)z, - Hy + BFz,,
for some Yz.
The set-up of Fi,me 4(a) is exactly what is obtained
hen P,(s) of Fie4(a) has a series compensator [in
a unity negative feedback loop), the &st external input is r and the second external input is zero. The iirst
output of P,(s) is always zero, and the second is y of
Figure 4(a). See F i g e 4(b). The closed-loop of Fig)
P(s).
ure 4(b) is stable exactly when C ~ ( S stabilizes
The set of dl s t a b i i i g controllers [Cl Cz] is given,
with Q1: Qz E S , by

Thus the set of Cz(s) is the same as the set of C(s)
arising in the one degree of freedom of problem: viz
(Y - Qzl%)-'(Xz; QZD) for arbitrary Q2 E S: che

u = Fz,.

(6.7a)
(6.7b)

This controller is depicted in Figure 5 . Coprime realia-

tions ND-' = d-'.V of the plant and XY-' = Y-'Z
of the controller obeying the Bezout identity (3.3) are
given by (Nett et aL,-1984).

(More complicated formulas hold if there are direct feedthrough tterm present)
It is not hard to verify for Figure 5 that

(a)Controller Co(s),displaying right coprime factorization

Fig. 6. Introduction of a Youla-Kucera parameter
Q(s) f S into an observer-based stabiiing controller

from which the right fractional representation YX-'
of the controller follows. The Youla-Kucera parameter
Q(s)eS is introduced as shown in F m 6, and it is not
hard to check that

(b) P h t P"(s), dikplaying right coprime factorization

Fig. 7.

so that

S i a r l y , it can be argued that

Let F and FCbe s t a b i i g state feedback ,
- such
that Re Xi(A B F ) < 0 and Re Xi(Ac + BCFC)< 0.
Then

+

A number of applications of this idea can be noted; for
example:

for a nonminimum phase plant, an LQG or Hz design cannot achieve loop transfer recovery. However, a Q(s)ES can be selected to trade off Hz optimality and loop transfer recovery (Moore and Tay,
1989).
low order adaptive adjustments can be made of a
high order controller connected to a nominal plant.
Anadaptive Q (of low-order) can be usedto augment a fixed (possibly high order) controller connected t o a nominal plant, where there are plant
perturbations or uncertainties. In the discrete time
case, Q can be taken as a finite impulse response
transfer function, see iChakra\arty and Moore, 1986
Tay and Moore, 1991).
Above, for a controller of a particular structure, we identified in (6.8) left and right coprime fractional descrip
tions of the plant and controller. in state space form
and satisfying the Bezout identity (3.3). However, it is
possible for any stabiiing controller to construct such
and Moore. 1986).
fractional descriptions (ChakraSuppose the controller is

There is a second pair of such definitions, using H and
H C such that Re Xi(A + H C ) < 0 and Re &(AC
CCHC)< 0.
-

+

If C0(s) is in fact F ( s I - A - H C - BF)-'H then the
choice FC= -C yields the pair (6.8).

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the form of a genera1 stabilizing controller. based on the use of (6.lOa). The order
of a controller obtained when introducing a Q(s) has
the potential to be large; It may be that a controller
order reduction step (Anderson and Moore, 1990) must
be employed after determination of Q(s).

-- --- -- -

Suppose the dosed-loop pole positions are required to lie
in a domain D,contained within Re[s] < 0. symmetric
with respect to the real axis, and (for technical reasons)
containing at least one point on the negative real axis.
For example:

Nomind controller P ( s ) as per Figure 7a
1

The piant can be represented as a coprime fraction ND-',
where N,DESD,the set of proper rational transfer function matrices with poles in D.Coprimengs is equivalent
to the existence of X, YeSD with X N YD = I.

+

Fig. 8. S t a b i g controller, using Youla parameter
Q(s) and right coprime factorization of nominal
controller and of plant
6.3 Pole Positioning in

LQG or H, Design

Xow SDE S , the set of all stable proper transfer functions. Therefore, the result of solving the normal LQG
problem with no closed-loop pole constraint other than
simple stability will be a stabilizing controller C(s) with
fractional description representable as ( X DQ)(Y
NQ)-' for some Q E S.

+

-

Were Q E SD, the closed-loop poles will be in D. In
Q $ SD.However, one can appmximate Q by
some QD E SD, and secure thereby approximately the
same value of E(V), but with all dosed-loop poles m D.
Indeed, if the degree of QD can be arbitrady large, the
approximation can be arbitrarily accurate. In general.
we do not want the degree of Qo and thus of C(s) to
be arbitrarily large.

genesal,

Consider an LQG problem for the plant

x= ~z+Gu+l?w,
y =Hz+u,

v']' is a zero
where {F,GIH} is minimal, and [w'
mean, gaussian white noise process with covariance jQ
R]b(t - s), where R is nonsingular.

+

Suppose one is interested in minimizing the expected
value of the quadratic index

v = / m ( x ~ ~+ ux T ~ u ) d t ,
(where Q = Q' I0 and all the usual side conditions
apply). Suppose also one wishes all closed-loop poles to
lie in Re [s]< -a for some CY > 0. An old device is to
replace the index by

see (Anderson and Moore. 1970). Minimizing the expected value of V, ensures that all closed-loop poles
lie in Re[s] < -a. One can then evaluate E(V) for
the design resulting from use of the V, index. It turns
out that on occasions much lower values of E(V) could
be achieved kom a controller of prescribed order which
achieves the closed-loop pole constraint: thus minimizing E(V,) rather than E(V) may lead to very unsatisfactory results as far as E(V) is concerned.
The Youla-Iiucera parametrisation provides an altern~tive approach, which is closer to minimizing E(V). and
which alloms a wider choice of closed-loop pole positions (DeBruyne et d.1995).

The same idea is valid for H, design.

7. PARAMETRIZATION OF THE PLANT AND
CLOSED-LOOP IDENTIFICATION

In this section, we first consider the dual question to
that treated earlier of how to parametrize all plants (in
addition to a nominal one) which are stabilized by a
prescribed controller.
In a unity feedback loop with series comparator, with
a scalar plant, it is clear that C(s) and P(s) can be
interchanged without aecting the closed-loop transfer
function. This strongly su%ests that there should be an
analogous result to Theorem 1 dealing with the set of
all plants stabzlired by a frzed controller. Indeed, that is
so:
Theomm 2. Let a plant P = .VD-'. with N and D
coprime over S, be stabilized by a (negative feedback)
controller C = XY-', with X and Y coprime over S.
Then the set of all plants stabiiized by the one controller
C is
by {(N YS)(D - .YS)-' : ScS}

+

There is an evtremely important application of this idea,
to closed-loop identification in the presence of noise.

Fig. 9. Set-up for open-loop identification

Fig.

Fig. 10. Set-up for closed-loop identification
7.1 Open and Closed-loop identification

representation

of

noise-

The nonlinearity is regarded as an unpleasant feature.

To motivate the problem, first consider how open-loop
identification can be carried out, see Figure 9. In a common scenario, the input pru and noise procgs n
are assumed independent and stationary. The plant is
time-invariant and stable, and we can write
y = Pu+n.
(7.1)
Measurements of u and y are available. Many identilication schemes for estimating P effectively amount to
cmss correlating with u and then solving for P:

Of course, (7.2b) follows because u and n are made independent. In actual practice, the calculation may be
done in the time-domain, and sample estimates (obtained over a finite interval) may be used instead of true
expectations, etc., but the basic principle is the same.
Now consider the stable clmed loop of Figure 10,with
r and n independent procgses. The task is to identify
P(s) from measurements which do not include s. Equations (7.1) and (7.2a) remain true. However (7.2b) is
replaced by
a&)

11. Alternative
contaminated plant

A clever r d u t i o n of these &culties was obtained independently in (Chakramrty and Moore. 1986; Hansen,
1989; Hansen et d.,1989; Schrama, 1991).

?-'x

Suppase that the controller C(s) is s&ed
as
where x , PES are coprime. Then by the coprimeness
there wist N, DeS with

This means that P,(s) = ND-' is one plant (a "nominal" plant) stabilized by C(s). (alternatively, one may
start with a representation ND-' of the nominal P,(s)
and then choose that particular representation P-'x of
the known s t a b i i g C(s) so that (7.6)holds). The set
of aU plants s t a b i e d by C(s) is given by

Here, XY-' is a coprime right fractional representation
of C(s).
Suppose that b-'N is a left coprime realization of the
nominal Po(s) so that

= P(s)Guu(s)- (1+ CIP*)-lC*@nn. (7.3)

-

Evidently, the task of obtaining P(s) is considerably
more complicated. .&o, even if On, is very s m d , software packages may be predicated on an assumption that
P(s) is stable, which need not be so.

Then it is not hard to check that the set up of F i s r e 11,
with inputs u and n and output y, impiies

One can of course seek to identify the closed-loop transfer function G = PC(1 PC)-' from

where P is given by (7.5).

+

a,,

=Gar,

-

(7.4)

and then since P = &, one chooses an estimate P
of P in terms of an estimate 6 of G as

y = Pu-n,

Now the key identication idea is to identify S in the

first instance, rather than P. The perhaps surprising
and pleasing aspect is that the idendcation of S is a
standard open-loop identification pmbiem To see thk,
observe from Figure 12 that

Fig. 12. Detail of closed-loop identification

+

-

( D - X S ) z =?I X ( b S X ) n
3 2 + P-'Xr1- P-'Xy
+X(D -SX)n
and
( N + Y S ) x =y Y(D S x ) n .

-

-

Multiplying the first equation by
and adding yields

x

k and the second by

Further

and for both schemes, (7.9) and (7.11) are valid when
the plant is connected in a feedback l w p with controller
~ y -=
1 P-12.
Since there is not a convenient replacement of (7.9) and
(7.11) in which entities associated with right rather than
left coprime realization appear, it is perhaps tidier to
work with the scheme of Fie13 than that of Figure 11.
A number of other points should be made:

Multiplying the fist equation by I?,and the second by
D and subtracting yields

while also direct inspedion of Figure 12 shows that

Observe in (7.11) thac (i)z and y are available from
measurements on the closed-loop systems (via (7.9) and
(7.10)). (ii) if n(.) is independent of T I ( . ) and rz(.), then
in (7.11) r(.)and n(.) are independent processes ( i i i ) S
is stable, via the Youla-Kucera theory. Hence the identification of S is a standard open-loop identiicacion problem. So, for that matter, is the identification of a shaping
filter, which when driven by white noise, will generate
n.
The blocks in Figure 11, apart from S , are associated
with right coprime reaiizations of a nominal plant and
a controller stabiliza the nominal and the true plant.
It is also possible to work with left coprime realizations.
Fi,we 13 depicts a representation of the plant using
X. p.ip and D instead of X. Y,
N and D. The signals
labelled r and z and blocks labelled S in Figures 11 and
13 are the same, in that
P ( s ) = (iV

Fig. 13. Second alternative realization of noisecontaminated plant

+ Y S ) ( D- xS)-'

=
( D - S X ) - l ( J T+ S F )

( 1 ) If P ( s ) is known a priori to be strictly proper, and
P,(s) is strictly proper, S ( s ) must have this p r o p
erty, and conversely;
(2) Suppme that for identification purposes a finitelyparametrized model set {S,,aeA) is adopted and
one obtains S,* as some sort of best approximation
to S. Let Pa* (s) be the comsponding approximation to P(s). Then it can be shown that

and if r2 = 0,

In both equations, the left hand side is a modelling
error associated with a closed-loop transfer function. The right hand side is the open-loop modelling
error associated with S. using a frequency weight
Y.
A particular version of t h w formulas results when
S,. is replaced by 0, corresponding to the nominal
plant.
Then

The expressions relate S to a closed-loop quantity.

(3) One can also note that
which shows that a frequency weighted version of S
yields the open-loop error between P and Po; one
of the weights depends itself on S.
(4) The identification of a P through Po and then S
can give rise to a possibly large degree for P. If subsequent identifications reiine knowledge of P even
further, the degree may increase at each identification step. For this reason, it often makes sense
to do an order reduction of an identified P. Since
it is the closed-loop obtained by using P_ with C
which is relevant, one seeks a low order P so that
a quantity such as the following is minimized:

This is approximately (neglecting second order error terms)

and a frequency weighted model reduction problem
is to be tackled.
(5) It can be argued that a normalized coprime realization of Pois best used (VandenHof et aL, 1995).
One of the reasons for this is a s follows. Let N, D
be a normalized right coprime realization pair of
Po,so that N.N D,D = I. Let be any other
plant, with any right coprime realization pair fi,D.
De6ne the directed distance from Poto P by

+

Let

on Youla-Kucera parametrization). However, a condition like

-

is a flag that T(P,, F) may also exceed ?', so that the
ditference between Po and P is in some sense substantial; redesign of a controller should therefore proceed
cautiously.
7.2 Noisy Identification
We have explained that the basis of the identification
problem is to use (7.11). It is important to consider at
any one frequency what the signal-to-noise ratio is, and
how it is related to quantities in the origgal actual and
model closed-loop.
For simplicity, suppose 7-2 = 0 and that plant and controller are scalar. Thus b = D , R = N etc. Then in
(7.11). the signal-to-noise ratio is

(Here @ is a generic symbol used to denote a spectrum).
It is not hard to check the error between that part of
the actual closed-loop output due to TI and the model
output is

while the noisy component of the actual closed-loop out= (D- XS)Yn.
put is &n
The associated signal to noise ratio is then

Then C s t a b i e s all P with $(P,, P ) < y, (Georgiou
and Smith, 1990).
Now suppose that we use the identification p m
cedure for P described above. In the presence of
noise, it may not yield the correct S, but rather
?me 3. Let the associated plant be designated by
P. If (N, D ) is normalized, we have

1

tracking error "signal*
Noise

/

=

which is the same quantity. This is an important observation. further legitmising the use of open-loop equivalent scheme.
7.3 WindsurferApproach to Adaptive Contml

We know that C stabilizes P (by experiment), stabilizes
Po (by calculation) and stabilizes
(by the theorem

The ideas of Section 7.1 are crucial to the development
of a methodology for adaptive control which is much less
based on identifying numerator and denominator coefficients in plant or controller transfer functions than in
an iterative identification and controller design scheme,
tied to the frequency domain. (Lee et al.: 1992: Lee et
d.. 1993: Lee et al., 1995).

The ori,$nal motivation was to do adaptive control robustly, ie. without incurring ''temporaj' instab&@ in
the learning phase. By way of example, conventional
adaptive control can encounter substantial d i c u l @ if
there are high frequency dynamics in the true plant not
reflected in an a priori model of the plant, and possibly
not even capable of being reflected by adjusting coefficients in the a priori model, due to too low a d w
having been adopted for it.
Windsurfer adaptive control was 6rst developed for openloop stable plants (permitted though to have a pole or
poles a t the origin). The key idea (as when a human
learns windsur6ug) is to iditially use a controller d e b
ing a very small c6sed-loop bandwidth; design of this
controller requires almost no more prior knowledge than
the sign of the DC gain of the plant.

A series of redesigm of the controller is then effmed.
each pushing out the closed-loop bandwidth some more.
At some stage, predicted and actual dosed-loop performance becomes clearly different; at this point, the plant
is better identi6ed using the scheme of Section 7.1. This
new identification will then cause the closed-loop trans
fer function obtained using the new model of the plant
and that obtained using the actual model of the plant
to be far more similar. In effect, knowledge of the plant
is developed over a wider bandwidth than previously
(with the quality of that knowledge linked to closed-loop
rather than open-loop behaviour).
With the re-iden&ed plant, the controller design is then
adjusted, progressively expanding the closed-loop bandwidth until again there is divergence between behaviour
as predicted by the model and the actual behaviour. -4
further (closed-loop) identiiication is executed, thereby
further widening the bandwidth over which the plant
is adequately described (for the purpose of closed-loop
control). Once again, closed-loop bandwidth is expanded
via a series of controller design, and so on.
The procedure thus gives rise to a sequence of (strictlk-j
proper stable planr, models, {Go,G1,...) and for each
model G,there is a sequence of controllers
K:_ ..@
$ving progressively larger bandwidths for the closed! G,K!)-'.
loop transfer function G ~ K(I

e,

+

.Igreat number of important questions arise:
Is there a scheme for progressively increasing the
closed-loop bandwidth? Yes. for stable plants at
least. The IL,fC method (Morari and Zaihiou. 1989)
is ideal. allowing direct control over closed-loop bandwidth.
When can the closed-loop bandwidth be increased
with safety, ie. without losing stability, while retaining use of the (possibly inaccurate) model G?

There can be no sudden onset of instability that
is noc preceded a t a somewhat lesser design bandwidth by s i d c a n t difference between predicted
and actual closed-loop behaviour.
What wodd we like to identify, in order that with
the new model, performance of the closed-loop system can be improved thmugh controller redesign?
It turns out that we wouid like to replace the model
Gi by a model Gi+l so b t , with G the true plant
the designed closed-loop,
and

Z+I

and

G - Gi+l Gi+r z + ~ I ,
is small for all frequencies above the lesser of the
bandwidth of
and the smallest frequency corresponding to zeros if G-1 in Re[s]2 0.
Whac a n we identih (as opposed to what would
we like to identify)? As we know, we can identify
a Youla-Kucera parameter S, albeit in the presence of noise. However, we can only identify it acc u r d y if a certain s@d-to-noise ratio is high.
"Signal" is the error berween that part of the true
plant output which is due to input excitations and
the model output (which is due solely to input excitations). "Noise" is that part of the plant output
arising from disturbances. The signal-to-noise ratio
is only likely to be high in certain frequency ranges.
Further, as pointed out in the last subsection, it is
this signal-to-noise ratio that is also directly relevant in the open-loop identification of the YoulaKucera parameter S.
When will there be a siggcantly high signal-tonoise ratio allowing identification of S in a frequency band? The instinctive answer is almost correct: there must be a failure of the model to correctly predict closed-loop performance of the controller with the true plant. But there is a surprise
q u a c a t i o n . Nonminimum phase zeros in the passband of the plant and or model can mean that noise
disturbances cannot be well cancelled by the controller. Then "signal" and noise can be high but
the mtio may not be high, and reidentifiabiiity is
hard.

I

Roughly speaking it turns out that what we want to
identify and what we can identify coincide, until nonminimum phase zeros appear in the closed-loop passband. Then the scheme will come to a stop in this situation: it may also stop when the open-loop bandwidth
of the true plant is exceeded by the proposed design
bandwidth. so that unreasonably large plant inputs are
demanded.

Some important points should be made.
(1) The initial model may be very low order, even if
it is suspected that the plant has high Frequency
resonances.
(2) The scheme does not permit instabilities to occur,
nor for that matter adverse transient behaviour;
the latter especially is a concern for conventional
adaptive control schemes, especially if there are unknown high frequency resonances in the plant.
(3) Generally, the Youla-Kucera parameter in the plant
re-identitication step need only be of order 2-4, since
a modest adjustment of the model applicable over
a limited bandwidth is what is required.
(4) If the true plant is unstable, control of closed-loop
bandwidth by adjustment of a single parameter in
the IMC design scheme is not straightforward. Also,
it may be hard to find an initially stabiiing con-";'. - t , + , ~ & ~ o n l y p r ~ . w O r k
has been done on
the adaptive control scheme for such plants.

8. YOULA-KUCERA PARAMETERS IN PLANT
AND CONTROLLER
We have so far dealt with a set of controllers s t a b i i g
one plant, and a set of plants s t a b i i by one controller.
We are now going to mix these themes.

8.1 The Stability Issue
We begin with a question. Consider a nominal plantcontroller pair, Po(s)= N(s)D-'(s) = D-'(s)N(s)
and Co(s) = X(s)Y-'(s) = Y-'(s)x(s). We assume
that N, D etc are elements of S and

For what pairs Q(s), S(s)eS will the plant P(s) = [N(s)+
Y(s)S(s)][D(s) - X(s)S(s)]-I and controller C(s) =
[X(s) + D(s)Q(s)](Y(s)- N(s)Q(s)]-' define a stable
closed-loop? The answer is (Tay et al., 1989)

-

D - X S -X-DQ
N + Y S Y-NQ

{

:[

I";

[; -?] }-'€s

which holds if and only if S and & together define a
stable loop.
3ote that the fact that S,QESis not uSed Note also
that it is not hard to vary the above argment to show
that generically the closed-loop poles of the P(s), C(s)
system are the union of those of the P ( s ) , P ( s ) systems and the S, Q system, (Tay et aL, 1989).
0
The above result raises the following issue. Suppose a
controller d*
has been achieved for a nominal plant,
and then more information concerning the plant becomes available (ie. S(s) is learnt, at least approxtmately).
How should the controller be adjusted? Equivalently,
how should Q(s) be chosen?
At the broadest level, the answer depends on the design
criterion, and we look at two (LQG and &) below. Of
course, one could imagine repeating a whole design prccess with a new P(s) (involving S(s)), obtaining C(s),
from which one could then devise Q(s). This however
is not the point of the question; the key idea is to see
whether Q(s) could be obtained from S(s) via some simple formula. Thus we could imagine that if the nominal
P ( s ) and C ( s ) were of highorder, 10 say, and S(s) was
second order (associated with the inelusion of a further
resonant mode in P(s) for example), then Q(s) might
be second order also. The discussion of closed-loop poles
above shows that if their positions are the prime concerns, one could proceed in exactly this way, ie. computing Q(s) directly fmm S(s).
8.2 LQG Design

The problem of relating a plant perturbation through
to a controller perturbation for LQ design-is treated in
(Anderson et aL, 1994). We shall indicate here simply
the nature of the answer. F i t , it is only possible to get
Theorem 3. Let P PO XD-' = D-'fl and Co = XY-' =
a simple relationship between S and Q when S is small.
9-'x with (8.1) holding and N, D etc. ES define a
Then the form of the resuit is (for a scalar plant)
stable unity negative feedback closed-loop. Then P =
[N YS][D - XS]-' and C = [X + DQ][Y - NQ]-'
for S and QESdefines a stable upity negative feedback
In this formula, A is the minimum phase spectral factor
closed-loop if and on& if S and Q together define a staof an entity formed in solving the LQ problem for Po
ble loop.
and Co,X'(s) denotes X(-s),
@ is the spectrum of the

+

Proof P and C will form a stable loop if and only if

exciting noises (and may be white). and [ZIstable
denotes
the stable part of a partial fraction expansion of Z.

This formula has not been reworked using state variable
calculations to try to relate the degree5 of S and Q.

as follows. Define a second generalized plant involving
S alone, by

Retaining the assumption of small S. it is possible to
obtain an expression for the change in quadratic cost. It
is of the form

where B depends on Poand Co

Let FL(P,C) denote the system arising from interconnecting a generalized plant P with a controller C, as
illustrated in Figure 2. Then (Yan and Moore, 1993)

A second approach to LQ design is set out in (Tay et
d.,1989). A design for PO is done to yield Co.Then a
separate design for S is done to yield Q; the input and
is
output of S appear in the index. No real ,*dance
given as to how to'select weights for this second problem, although it is argued that for the second problem.

IIFL(P(S),C(Q)) - FL(P", e ) l l ,
5 a l l F ~ (Q)IIw
~ ~ , (8.6)
where

having constant rather than freqency dependent weights
gives an index which is logical in terms ofthe original obthrough choice of C(s) a quadratic
jective ofg-1
index involving P(s).

Evidently, the idea is to choose Q to keep the right side
of (8.6) small; then there is supposed to be good matching on the I& side. The expression F L ( P ~Q)
, evaluates
as

The degree of Q(s) is effectively that of S(s), which is
an advantage. An example in (Tay et al., 1989) shows
the efficacy of the approach.

It would certainly be of interest to quantify the loss of
optimality of a design achieved by the two step procedure [Pogives Co and S gives Q] in comparison with an
optimal design [Pgives C].

The set-up here starts with a generalized plant

It is undoubtedly dear that if JISij, is small then Q
can be chosen with IlQllrnsmall and jlF~(P~,Q)jl,also
small. What is not clear is how much damage the multiplier a could do. An examjnation of (Yan and Moore,
1993) shows that CY is a crude bounding quantity; it may
be possible to improve on the bound, and/or it may be
possible to identii structures where a is guaranteed to
be small.
The above has one clear advantage; finding Q knowing
S does not involve P ( s ) or CO(s), and the degree5 of Q
and Swill be comparable if Q is found via H, methods.

8.4 Indirect Adaptive Contmi

of the type shown in Figure 2 and an associated H, controller Co(s). We suppose that P;2 = iVD-' = B-'.v
and CQ= XY-' = 9-'X,with the usual B a o u t equation

[Note the sign convention in Figure 2 allows US to reCo as forming a unicy negative feedgard p & ( ~ and
)
back loop]. -411 standard conditions for solvabi@ of the
H, problem are assumed to be fulfilled and also in the
original reference (Yan and Moore, 1993) Plz and 4 1
are assumed stable, though this seems unnecessary if all
unstable modes of P ( s ) appear in P&(s).
Suppose now that P;2 is replaced by PZ2= ( N i Y S ) ( D XS)-l and let P(S) denote the corresponding generalized plant. Then there is a clever way of choosing Q(s),

The potential for indirect adaptive control using the
ideas of this and the previous section should be clear.
Methods cackling closed loop identification by reduction
to an open-loop problem allow correction of a nominal piant model P ( s ) by a s a b l e S(s); then a polepositioning, LQG or H, approach allows derivation of
a Q(s), (Tay et al., 1989). Of course. S(s) can be slowly
w i n g , requiring on-line tedmolog~.Then Q(s) must
be subject also to update.

S.5 Open Issues
.A key question raised a t the start of this section was:
how should the adjustment Q(s) of a controller be determined. knowing an adjustment S(s) of the plant. The
answers co this point have been incomplete:

pole positioning. The incompleteness arises because,
firstly, pole positioning by itself is a limited design
objective and secondly, the result is only generic.
LQG. The incompleteness also arises because either one stays with the original performance index
and then only gets simpMcation, albet l i t e d ,
when adjustments a~ small; or one uses a different
performance index for the S-Q optimization, which
cannot give an overall optimal r d t .
H,: The incompleteness arises because of an inequality in the key result, and an appearance of a
constant LI with rather unclear intuitive content.
In particular, even if an H, controller C(Q)exists
for a plant P(S) (to achieve internal stability and
a given performance level), there is no guarantee
that one can find it by using an index based on a
plant PS (determined solely by S) and a feedback
controller Q.
S t a b i i m g P(S) with C(Q)knowing that

P"

is stabi-

lized by CO is completely equivalent to stabilizing Swith

Q; thus there is a decoupling of the stability problem for
P ( S ) , C(Q)into two, namely Po,Co and S, Q. Unfortunate% there is less tidy decoupling as soon as one introduces other goals of control apart from stability, and
there may still be much scope for improving the decoupling. Two ideas which should be explored are the use
of normalized coprime realizations, and consideration of
S which have significant values of IIS(jw)/(only where
P ( i u ) is approximately constant or even very small,
thereby offering scope for a decoupling in the frequency
domain that could feed through into the performance
objectives.

Fig. 14. Representationof nonlinear system to allow $eneration of right factorization
9.1 Right coprime realizations

x,

We begin with a system
possessing a set of input signals U (a subset of the time-functions from [O, m) to Rk,
k being the system input dimension) and a set of output
signals y (a subset of the timefunctions from [O, m) to
R': I being the output dimension). U'e shall identify a
subset of U,call it US, with the set of stable input signals; often US is L$[O,w).YS is similarly defined. Stable
systems are those which map Us to Y S(causally) for
any internal condition.
We say that C has a (stable) right factorization if there
exists a set of time functions W with stable subset W S
andstableoperatorsD: W - + U a n d N : W A Y with
D invertible such that 1= ND-'. If the initial state
is not zero, C should be parametrid by z(0) = z,.
The factorization is termed right coprime if for all unbounded weW, either Nw or Dw is a h unbounded, or
equivalently if NweYS and DwcUs imply weWS.

-

A su5cient condition for this propexty is that there exists a bounded operator L : U x Y
W such that

Note there is no requirement for L to be separable, in
the sense that
Such separabiity would imply

9. NONLINElR SYSTEMS
Many of the ideas applicable to linear systems can be
carried over to nonlinear systems, but a number cannot.
Research aimed at establishing just what is possible is
in fact very active.

which is reminiscent of a necessary and sufficient condition for coprimeness in the linear case. Of course. if L is
known to be a linear operator, it automatically has the
separabiity property.

Before illustrating the role of a Youla-Kucera parameter,
it is however necessary to understand how the concepts
of right and left coprime realization arise.

Ezample I . Consider the system

We begin with right coprime realizations, and we shall
drive that idea as far as possible before introducing the
appropriate nonlinear generalization of a left coprime realization. We shall see that Youla-Kucera parametrization results using right coprime realization of nonlinear
systems clearly fall short of those for the linear case.

z = f (z) + g(z)u.
Y = h(x),

nich f(0) = 0. h(0) = 0. and suppose that the control
law u = k(z) +zp yields a stable closed-loop system from
w to y. Figure il is a redrawing of the system. adding
and subtracting a feedback k(z). The operators iV and
D are defined by

D-':u-w.&=
f (4+ d x ) ~ ?
(9.3)
w = u - k(x)
or
D :w

-

u. i = [ f ( z+
) g(x)k(x)l+s(J)w,
u=k(z)+w

(g.q)

and
Fig. 15. Nonlinear plant-contmuer interconnection

Is the realization coprime? Under an obsenabdity condition, it is. Suppme w is unknown, but the associated
u(.) = o w ( . ) and y(-) = ?Vw(.) are known. Obsembility allows the recovery of x(.) from a(.) and y(.); then
w(.) can be recovered - see the second equation of (9.3);
thus obsembiity is equivalent to the existence of the
operator L in (9.1).

Ezample 2. (Scherpen and van der Schaft, 1994; VandenHof et aL, 1995) consider the same system as that of
Example 1, and suppose that there is a state feedback
law which m i n i m i the index

Defining an explicit operator L satisfiying (9.1) requires
a further assumption, regarding the dualHamilton-Jacobi
equation (which is associated with the problem of t r a n s
ferring from z(-cu) = 0 to a prescribed xo, and minimizing f c a ~ [ u T u + h T ( z ) h ( s ) ] dLet
t ) . LV(z) 2 0, W ( 0 )=
0 satisfy

Assume additionally that t h e exists a k,(.) such that

We use it to define an operator L by

for the system. Suppose further that with initial condition z,, the M e d value of the index is V(z,) 2 0,
with V ( 0 )= 0 and

(This is the standard Hamilton-Jacobi equation associN
ated with the problem). Then we define [
by

The stabilip of L is established using the HamiltonJacobi equation for W, with W ( p ) a Lyapunov function for the unforced equation. The cascade of (9.7)
and (9.10) results in p(t) = z(t) for all T and then
C(t)= w ( t ) for all t.
Note that while the signals u(.) and y(.) enter L linearly,
the nonlinearit)- of L ensures that we cannot decompose
the output L(u, y) a s L l ( u ) L2(y).

+

Notice that this is a special case of Example 1; with the
observabii@ assumption that x= f ( x ) and h ( z ) = 0 implies x = 0, the s t a b i i i g property of the feedback law
can be proved using the Hamilton-Jacobi equation [The
Lyapunov function for the unforced system is V ( z ) ]The
.
Hamilton-Jacobi equation also is the basis for establishing that

This establishes coprimeness of the factorization, and
in fact establishes that the factorization is a nonliear equivalent of normalized, with unity gain from w
to [uT y=jT

The examples reveal that a wide class of finite-dimensional
nonlinear systems have a right coprime factorization.
This motivates us to to consider interconnections of plants
and controllers, both with right coprime factorization.

9.2 Plant-Controller Interconnections

Figure 15 illustrates a plant-controller interconnection,
which we assume to be well-posed ie. wl, wa exist and
depend causally on r l ,~2 when the latter are respectably
behaved time Functions. Evidently

and the closed-loop is stable (in the obvious sense) just
when

exists and is bounded. (Existence of the inverse is a requirement for wl, w2 to exist; obviously, we could have
chosen as outputs the outputs of C and P instead of
wl, wz without sigdcancly changing the conclusion).
The following result connects the stability to right coprime factorization.

Theorem 4. (Paice et aL, 1992) Suppose that P = ND-'
and C = XY-' are right coprime factorizations. The
the closed-loop is well posed if

:[

;"I-'

exists and the closed-loop is stable if and only if this
inverse-is& bounded operator. (If~.
the
. inis known
.,. .
to be sable forany
and controllernghk ;ht-onzations, but not necessarily coprime, coprimeness of the
factorization is automatically implied).
The proof is very simple and most can be included. Obsenre that

If the second operator on the right is bounded, that on
the left must be bounded. For the converse, suppose that

with ri bounded, one of q a t least unbounded (say zl)
and wl = Dzl and w2 = Y q bounded. Since N z l +
Irz2 = r . ~Nzl
, is bounded, with Nzl and Dzl, bounded,
comprimeness requires zl to be bounded, a contradiction.
9.3 Charncterizing the Stabilizing Conhllers for an
open-loop stable plant

Fig. 16. With stable P, all stabilizing controllers are
given by stable Q
is s t a b i i g . (Note: the derivation of this formula is
somewhat nontrivial in the nonlinear case). To express
Q in terms of C and P, we have

Q = C ( I +PC)-'.

(9.12)

[This formula is not straightforward to derive by manip
ulation from (9.11); it can be substituted into (9.11) and
the result v d e d . Alternatively, one can observe using
Figure 16 that Q follows from C by connecting P in a
negative feedback loop, to undo the P in the positive
feedback loop generating C from Q].
To establish that any s t a b i i C necessarily can be
represented in the manner depicted, observe that if C is
s t a b i i g , then Q = C ( I + PC)-' is stable (this is the
operator from r to u). This formula can be inverted to
yield C = Q(I- P&', as required.
Actually, there is a substantial concealed deficiency in
the above argument. Suppose there is an additional external input rl entering between C and P. It is not p o s
sible to ensure that the state of the actual plant and that
of the model within the controller are the same. Accordingly, the earlier argument cannot be carried through.

All is not lost however. If P has a Lipschitz continuity
property, one can write (with u the controller output)
where yl obeys jJy1JI 5 Kllrlil for-some K . Then the
scheme of Figure 16 applies *,a,
with r replaced by
r - Yi.

We can now exhibit a Youla parameter for an openloop stable plant, using ideas of (Paice and der Schaft,
1995~).The result is just like that for the linear case,
given in Section 2.
Consider the scheme of F i r e 16: the controller is composed of an interconnection of an arbitrary stable operator Q and a model of rhe plant P. It is assumed that
the initial state of the model and of the plant itself are
the same. It is then evident that y = PQr, so that C,
given by

9.4 Characterizing the Set of Stabilizing Nonlinear
Controllers for Linear Plants
When the plant is linear, and we have one stabiluing (in general nonlinear) comroller. it is again easy co
parametrize all stabiiiing controllers.
Theorem 5. (Verma. 1988) Lec P = 3 D - I define a liear right coprime factorization of a linear plant and
let C = XY" define a right coprime realization of a

It follows that

[since P(u - r2) = X(r1- y)]. Also from (9.14),
Fig. 17. Noisy identification problem with nominal
nonlinear planc and linear stabiiing controller

xy-'

= p-1-y.

possibly nonlinear stabilising controller used in a negative feedback loop of the form of Figure 15. Then the
set of aU s t a b i i i g controllers is given by C = ( X D&)(Y + NQ)-' -where Q is a stable operator, such
that (Y + NQ)-' is well dehed.

9.5 Characterizing the set of Stabilizing Controllen for
.Vonlinear Plants

If we now consider nonlinear plants, the linear theory
starts to break down, and the key theorem only goes
one way:
Theorem 6. Let P = ND-' and Co = XY-' define
right coprime faaorizations of a plant and controller
(both of which may be nonlinear). Then for any stable
Q, C = ( X - DQ)(Y + NQ)-' is a s t a b i i controller.
This is an uncomfortable gap; using a variation of the
concept of a left coprime reahation, we can start to fill
the gap later.

Stabiity of the closed loop ensures that z and 0 are (in
principle) computable (boundedly) from rl,rz and u, y
respectively.
We are in principle free to replace ND-' by NR(DR)-'
for any stable and stably invertible R. Choose R as
(FD+XN)-I. Then ( P D + X N ) in (9.15) becomes I ,
and
2

= YT?+ x r l .

To c a l c h from u and y, we could use the fact that
(from (9.14))

-Xfl=u-~x=u-D(P~~+i~i),
and
YD = - N(?T~+XT').
By exploiting the coprimens of X and Y, 0 follows
from u, y,rl and r2. This calculation of P would avoid
computing separately the inverse in (9.16) as well as
( P D+XN)-l.
In the noisy case, (where v is assumed independent of
rl and 7 2 ) (9.14) is replaced by

+

and assuming that the introduction of R = ( P D
XN)-' has been made, ie. that in effect ? D + X N = I,
we have

9.6 Identification using right coprime realizations

-

In this subsection. we will consider a nonlinear version
of the earlier result on identification.

The key is to base the identification on a dual of the idea
of Section 9.4. We suppose that a linear controller C =
XY-' = P - ' 2 s c a b i e s a nominal nonlinear plant
P" = ND-'; with noisy measurements on the true plant
P connmed in a negative feedback loop with C, we seek
to find stable S such that the plant is ( N - Y S ) ( D
XS)--'.

+

F i r e 1; illustrates the arrangement. As in the linear case. we aim to produce an open-loop identification
problem, based on z, 4 and S.
In the noiseless case. (ie. v = 0). there holds

-

-

z = Yn ;
S r l - Xv.

(9.18)

Let K 3L be linear stable operators n.irh - K X i L Y = I.
We have

and so

0= Kju - ~ ( T r+2 Xrl - X U ) ]
+L!y - .\:<Pr2
-Lo.

+ .frl - ZU]
(9.19)

The identification task is now, with known rl, r2, ZL and
y and unknown u, to find a stable S such that 0 = Sz.

This is a non-standard open loop task, because of the
noise a t the input, as well as the output, with both input
and output noise dependent on some underlying noise
process disturbing the original system.
In a high signal to noise situation, it is possible to obtain
a more conventional identification problem. Let SL,DL,
and NL denote the linearizations of S,D and N about
the operating trajectory induced by the input TI +Prz.
Then 0 = S x implies

(a) Stable kernel reprsentation, with u and y determining
z via a stable mapping

b = S(XT1 f PT2) - SLZV
while also (9.19) implies
B = K u + LY - KD(~% + Z T ~-) LN(PTZ+ ZT,)

+

+(KDL LNL)XV- Lv
= known signal (KDL L N ~ ) W V Lv

+

+

Hence
.. ~.,.
~

with a v independent of rl and r2. Determination of S
is now conventional open loop (albeit nonlinear) identification problem.
The above ideas are simple when PO itself is linear, and
are explained in (Dasgupta and Anderson, 1996).

9.7 Kernel Representations

In general, left fractional representations do not exist.
As explained earlier, the fundamental reason is that one
cannot write L(u, y) = Ll(u) Lz(y) in general, when
L is a nonlinear operator. There is however a form of
representation that canies many such properties; this
has been demonstrated in a series of papers; see (Paice
and der Schaft, 19946; Paice and der Schaft, 1994~;Paice
and der Schaft, 19956).

+

We call an operator R : u x y + z a stable kernel representation of a system when R is a stable mapping, and
the equation R(u, y) = z for a prescribed zo, u(.) and
:(.) is solvable for y; further when z = 0, the system I f 0
mapping y(.) = Cz0
u(.) is to be recovered. It is logical to use two Werent diagrammatic representations
for R(u, y) = Z. see Figures 18(a) and 18(b), depending
on whether u and y are determining z, or u and z are
determining y.
Zxample 3. Let i= f (x) -g(x)u
plant. Then

y = h(x) be a stable

(b)P h t represented by a*
ble kernel rep-tion,
so
'that u and z determine y;z =
0 gives normal plant d&p
tion

Fig. 18.
is a stable kernel representation.

Put another way,if a plant P is stable, and thus has
a right coprime factorization N(I)-', it has a kernel
representation.

Example 4. Suppose that k(z) has the property that
L :i= f (z) - k(z)h(z)

+ g(z)u ik(x)y

z = y -h(z),

(9.22)

is a stable system, with u(.)>
y(.) arbitrary inputs. Now
set = 0. Then this forces

x = f (z) L g(z)u
y = h(x).
Thus L is a stable kernel representation.
[In Example 1of Section 9.1. n-e gave a procedure which
will generallyvbut not infallibly. yield such a k(z), given
an observability property. t h e n k(xi is chosen according to that procedure. L has unity L2 gain from [yT uTjT
to z].
Example 5. Let P be a linear plant, with left coprime
fractional representation 6-'3. Then Dy-:i-u = 0 and
the kernel representatiorr is

A kernel representation is called coprime if it is stable
and has a stable right inverse. A right inverse for L in
Example 4 is provided by

Notice that L-' can be expressed as ;[

1, even though

L cannot be expressed as [L1 Lz]. Also, ifp(0) # x(0),
but L forgets the initial state as t i e evolves, then as
t co,L,(o)L,;',) behaves more and more like the iden-

-

tity operator.

-

Feedback is described in the following way. Consider a
plant P with stable kernel representation Rp : U x y +
2, and a controller C with stable kernel representation
& : Y x 2.4 + 2, which are interconnected, for the
moment with no external inputs. (For convenience, sign
inversions are assumed to be incorporated in the plant or
controller, so the interconnection is a positive feedback
interconnection). Then the loop is said to be ndl-wellposed if the equations

have unique solutions for all +,2,; if the solutions are
stable for stable +,z, the system is said to be nullstable. Note that the operators Rp, & can be initial
condition dependent.
It is possible to show
if a closed-loop system using stable kernel representation is null-stable. the kernel representations
are coprime and there exist right coprime factorizations of plant and controller, and
if a planc and controller have right coprime factorization and form a stable feedback system.coprime
stable kernel representation can be found which together are null-stable. (They are not unique).
Although the definition of null-stability introduces certain extra sign& viz zp and t,, these are not the same
as the external s i , d rl and r2 of say Figure 15. and
the concepc of null-stability is a more restricted concept
than stability.
Youla-Kucem pammetrizations are introduced as follows:
Assume P = .VD-' and C = XY-' are described
by right coprime factorizations. and together form
a stable closed-loop. (For convenience, assume the
conneccion is a positive feedback controller)

Fig. 19. Construction of kernel representation of Ps
from kernel representations of P and C (differently
viewed) and from the Youla-Kucera parameter S
Form stable kernel representations of P and C, viz.
RP(u.Y) = 2,: &(Y,") = 2,.
Let S : Z,
Z, and suppose S has a kernel r e p
resentation Rs(z,,zp) = r,.
The modified plant Ps is de6ned by the kernel r e p
resentation
., .

-

Figure 19 shows the arrangement, probably much more
clearly. Notice that the subblocks R p and & require
the interpretations of both Figure 18b and Figure 18a,
respectively. The parallel with F w e 13 (with noise signal absent) should also be noted.
The main conclusions are
The set of all plants stabilized by C is obtained by
letting S range over all stable operators. [In this
z, and
case, one may take Rs(z,,+) as -32,
R P ~ ( uY)
, = -S&(Y, U) RP(u, Y)].
The set of all controllers stabiiing P is obtained
by an obvious dual characterisation involving a Q :

+

Zp

-

+

2,.

Ps is stabilized by CQ if and only if S is stabilized
by

Q.

Example 6. Suppose P and C are linear, with left coprime realizations D-'g and Y-'X. Then Rp(u, y) =
b y - fiu = zp and Rc(y,u) = Yu - .%y = zc. Now
Rs(z,,+,) is -Sz,+tp = ZE,which implies ( b - S Z ) y + H ) u = zs for Rps(u. y). and the left realization
is ( b - S X ) - ' ( N t ST).

(~v

These results can be pushed t~ handle plants with external inputs. By way of general comment, it turns out
that
closed-loop stability is most easily handled with
right coprime fractional representations
Youla-Kucera parametrizations are most easily bandled with stable kernel representations
one requires results on the ability to switch between

.

right coprime fractional representations
Youla-Kucera parametrizatlons are most easily handled with stable kernel representations
one requires results on the ability to switch between
the two types of representation

10. CRITIQUE

In this brief concluding section, we aim to record some
of the issues that are not well addressed by the YoulaKucera parameter idea and its variants:
Decentralized controller design. There is no explicit
parametrization of all stabilizing decentralized controllers for aprescribed plant.
timeinvariant plant identiiication in a samp
r
- Ied-data loop. It is clear that substantial modification of the earlier theory would be required to handle identication of a continuous-time plant when
a nominal model is known and a sampled-data controller is connected.
-. Degee explosion: P(s) can have degree equal to
degree Po degree Co degree S
Q design given a plant S,and nominal P" and Co.
This point has been well described
Keeping S simple when unknownness is simple. S u p
pose that a plant is completely known except for
the value assumed by two physical parameters a p
pearing in the equation of the plant. It is generally
not straightforward to have a very simple S c a p
turing this unknow~ess.Again, suppose P comprises a memoryless saturating nonlinearity (unknown) follwed by a known linear dynamic part.
It is not straightforward to have S memoryless
. More generally, utility of the nonlinear results has
yet really to be established
r

+

+
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